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Abstract
In this paper, we report our findings of a study where Singaporean prc-service teachers were

asked to list their top five criteria for software evaluation. Specifically, we discuss their
interpretations and understandings related to one criterion -- "user-friendly", and show how

this term has different meanings for each of them. Central to the paper is the theme of
software evaluation. We argue that the process of evaluation cannot be a neutral activity

where the main means of evaluation is through the use of a list of established criteria.
Instead, there is a need to consider contextual factors which are often sociocultural in nature.

Our students' choice of criteria for evaluation is an example of how such factors play a
significant role in deciding what matters in evaluating software for their classes.

INTRODUCTION

Singapore is a small island nation of 3.2 million people with just over 35 years of

independent history and no natural resources. Singapore's survival as a nation

depends on its ability to remain competitive in the world economy. As early as 1985,

the government already anticipated that the growth of information technology (IT)

would have a direct impact on the world GDP (National IT Plan, p.1). The report

further identified that "IT will be a key technology in improving business efficiency

and labour productivity, and generating new business" (ibid.). It is therefore

inevitable that Singapore would restructure its economy to move upstream into highly

skilled, high value-added and technology-intensive industries. In line with this, the
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goals of education were similarly reorganised towards developing a more IT-oriented

workforce and population.

In April 1997, the Singapore government launched a S$2 billion Information

Technology (IT) master plan to introduce the use of computers into schools. Among

the objectives of the plan is to " provide a broader base of access to IT among our

young so as to achieve a levelling up in learning opportunities. Every child will be

able to enhance his learning through an IT-enriched curriculum and school

environment" (Master plan for IT in Education, p. 1, 1997). Central to the IT-

enhanced curriculum, at the primary level especially, is the use of software that is

related to the existing curriculum in English, Maths, Science and Chinese.

Training is provided to teachers to equip them with the necessary skills to deal with

the new hardware and software, but the job of selecting and evaluating software

remains the task of the teacher. This is because every classroom provides a different

context and the children themselves are different in their response to and use of each

piece of software. The increasing use of CD-ROM software to supplement the

curriculum will mean that software selection and evaluation will be a new and

challenging activity for all Singapore teachers.

The National Institute of Education (NIE), the sole teacher-training institution in

Singapore, has already embarked on a number of new courses designed to train pre-

service teachers to meet the demands of the IT master plan. Among the courses

offered is one on the selection, evaluation, and use of software for English language



learning. In this course, student teachers work with educational software and develop

ways of evaluating and rating the software used. We found that NIE student teachers,

like the teachers described elsewhere in the literature, have a number of different

criteria for selecting language software.

In this paper, we would like to begin by discussing the issues related to the selection

and evaluation of software before reporting on some of the criteria our pre-service

teachers have come up with to guide their own selection. Central to the paper,

however, is an investigation into the different interpretations these teachers have for

the criteria used for evaluation purposes. We will look specifically at the use of the

term "user-friendly" and analyse the many meanings this term has for student

teachers. Implications for software evaluation will be discussed in the conclusion.

SOFTWARE EVALUATION - THE ISSUES

Gill, Dick, Reiser, & Zahner (1992) maintained that the most prevalent approach to

selecting software is to review evaluations published by software evaluation services.

Most of these evaluations are done through the use of a checklist by reviewers who

are required to make subjective decisions about the accuracy ofthe content and the

effectiveness of the package for the classroom, as well as its technical strengths and

weaknesses. The reliability of such reviews has been questioned by a number of

researchers cited in Gill et al. (for e.g. Dudley-Marling & Owston, 1987; Jolicouer &

Berger, 1988; Komoski, 1984; Muller, 1985), but this approach is still used because of

its convenience. It is also the fastest way to provide some information about any new

piece of software.
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This same strategy for software selection is popular in Singapore too, but the problem

is magnified many times because many of the reviews and evaluations are done in

contexts that are outside Singapore, notably in Western, native-speaking English

countries. In fact, English language CD-ROM software produced for language

learning is often developed in English-speaking countries for monolingual speakers of

the language. Software for speakers of English as a second language (ESL) is not

easily available; bilingual software packages with English and the appropriate native

languages are even fewer.

Singapore is a multilingual and multiethnic society with a bilingual education policy

that requires students to learn English as a first school language and one other official

language (Malay, Mandarin or Tamil) as a second language. Since Singaporeans are

learning English as the first school language, software in English language is in great

demand, and software programs for such skills as reading, vocabulary, grammar are

also eagerly sought after particularly after the launch of the IT master plan. Local

software production is still in its infancy stage, and there is no choice but to rely on

foreign countries to supply the software. Most of the software currently used in

schools is imported from the United States.

Software reviews that are available to guide teachers in their selection are almost

always not directed at local teachers or local school population. Although there may

be generic learning situations and activities that are applicable across situations, these

are limited, and reviews (except Singaporean reviews when available) do not point out
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the exceptions to Singapore teachers. Because of this, there is a need for teachers

themselves or for local reviewers to review the software with the local context in

mind. But when this happens, reviewers tend to rely on established checklists of

criteria since none have been developed locally. Established lists and criteria are not

without their problems, but more of this later.

Next, a number of issues can be identified in relation to the very notion of software

evaluation. The first has to do with what the process of evaluation entails. For some,

evaluation is a process of description and appraisal of software by teachers or

reviewers while for others the process includes pre- and post- testing and observations

of student use (Centre for Educational Research and Innovation, 1989). The former

notion of evaluation is probably the most popular, but it is the latter process that

provides the most useful information for teachers. These two strategies also reflect a

formative vs. summative approach to evaluation. In a formative evaluation according

to Knussen, Tanner, & Kibby (1991: 14), the concern is with progress towards

achieving the goals of an educational innovation, but a summative evaluation is

concerned with the effectiveness of a programme upon completion in relation to its

stated aims. Summative evaluations are rarely available to the public.

The issue of who the evaluators are is also important. Heller (1991) pointed out that

evaluation is often carried out by a wide range of individuals and groups ranging from

students, classroom educators, administrators and librarians as well as members of

professional associations. These reviews are, as expected, subjective reviews that are

much influenced by the individual's knowledge, expertise and interest. A study by



Jolicoeor & Berger (1986) showed that there was little correlation between

recommendations given by 2 review services, while Callison and Haycock (1988)

found weak correlation between program ratings given by teachers and pupils. Burt

(1985, quoted in Heller) and Knussen, Tanner, & Kibby (1991) quoting Lawton

(1980) identified teachers as the most appropriate persons to evaluate the software

because they are the ones who are going to use it and they know best the context and

condition under which the software will be used. However, teachers rarely have the

time to do extensive reviews of software before using it in the classrooms. They

therefore tend to rely on published reviews as guidelines.

What to evaluate in a software program is yet another issue. Reviews could focus on

the content, the technology, the pedagogic presentation or all three. Naturally, the

reviewers' strengths and interests play an important part in determining the focus of

the review, but this will also mean that the review will only be of use to certain

groups. This brings us back to the issue of the criteria to be used in software

evaluation. A variety of checklists, questionnaires, and strategies exist for this

purpose each with its own list of criteria. While the criteria for technical aspects may

be applicable across many contexts (although this also varies with the technology

available), the same cannot be said for content and pedagogical presentation.

Where content is concerned, we need to take the subject or the academic discipline

into consideration when evaluating the software. For example, software dealing with

history or geography requires a different set of evaluation criteria than those dealing

with say, Science or language. So far, most checklists ignore such differences in
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disciplines. Instead, a generic list of criteria is produced and is used to rate the

effectiveness of all software programs. This is not helpful to teachers looking for

ways of evaluating discipline-specific software.

Next, the content and instructional design of each software program have to be taken

into consideration since what is produced in another cultural context may not always

fit in with the educational curriculum or the cultural practices of teaching and learning

in another context. For instance, the centralised curriculum in Singapore means that

all schools must follow the established syllabus and use prescribed materials. There is

often little scope for the inclusion of activities and materials that are not in the

syllabus. Software programs produced elsewhere do not always have matching

curricula content. In addition, activities that are part of the software program may

require pedagogical approaches that are not practised here or are not popular with

teachers given the constraint of the curriculum and the class size. This issue of

cultural fit is important when considering any material for use in classrooms.

Software evaluation procedures neglect this aspect and instead treat the activity as a

neutral and cultural-free process.

With these issues in mind, it is clear that selecting a piece of software based on

commercial or other published criteria can be problematic because of the different

contexts and populations that the software has to be put to use in. What teachers

value and need in each context can be very different and is dependent upon the set

curriculum, the social and cultural contexts for teaching and learning, the established

pedagogical procedures, and also the degree of freedom teachers have to innovate.



With this in mind, we were interested in looking at what our Singaporean pre-service

teachers look for in selecting software.

RESEARCH QUESTION

In the class that the first writer conducted on software selection and evaluation, the

concern was with the issue of what criteria to use in evaluating software programs for

English language classes. Students were exposed to, and played with, a variety of

language software used for teaching reading (including skills like phonics and

comprehension as well as electronic books), writing, grammar, and vocabulary. As

part of our activities, we asked the students to make a list of their top 5 criteria for

evaluating software. They were also given a list of 22 criteria from the Bitter and

Wighton (1987) study, and asked to select their top 5 criteria from this list. The results

of this exercise are reported in Cheung and Cheah (in preparation).

While the results of these two exercises gave us some insight into the students'

choices, we also realised that in their ranking of the given criteria and in their own list

of criteria, they clearly have different interpretations for each of the terms used. The

top criterion that the students listed for software selection was "user-friendly", but we

could not tell what they meant by "user-friendly" without further probing. We wanted

to know if this term had the same meaning for all of them; if not how did the meaning

vary?

Because of this, we decided to ask the students to write down in some detail, what

they meant by each of the criteria they have put down in their top 5 list. We compiled
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their descriptions to arrive at their interpretations of the criteria. In the rest of this

paper, we will focus on one criterion - the most important for the students, and that is

"user-friendly". We will discuss the students' interpretations of the term "user-

friendly" as applied to the selection and evaluation of language software for teaching

and learning English.

USER FRIENDLY

The term "user-friendly" was originally used to describe software that is easy to install

and presents few technical problems for the user. Over the years, however, it has

spread to other domains of use. In fact, it is equally, if not more popularly, used in

non-computer related fields; for example, we can speak of user-friendly doorknobs, or

even user-friendly texts. The many uses of the word in many contexts unfortunately

only serve to make its meaning less precise.

Rowe (1993: 282) described software friendliness as possessing " clarity and detail of

instruction and the ease with which the software can be used without direct teacher

supervision". Heinich, Molenda, Russell & Smaldino (1996:254) described "user-

friendly" software as that which "makes the computer transparent in the learning

process". In Bitter and Wighton (ibid.), the term "user-friendly" is equated with "easy

to use", and in this case, the criterion is derived from a collation of a variety of terms

all related to or suggesting "easy to use".

In recent years, advances in technology have resulted in software that is less likely to

pose technical problems. Besides, the increase in the quantity and quality of technical

support in many institutions has reduced the concern with technical difficulties in



software installation particularly for the end-user. Instead, educational issues in the

use of software have become more urgent.

In these definitions of "user-friendly", the focus is on friendliness to the user who in

both cases is the student. But, the question of "easy to use for whom?" is a pertinent

one where teachers arc concerned because in many cases, they themselves are

struggling to learn how to use the computer or the software. In such an instance, when

asked to rate the criteria for selection of software, it is conceivable that teachers, as in

our case, were thinking more of themselves as users and were projecting their own

fears and concerns rather than considering their students' needs. This explanation

might account for the findings we had with regard to the criteria given by our pre-

service students.

THE SAMPLE

There were 24 student teachers in this class. They were in their fourth and final year of

study, and would graduate to join Singapore schools as full-fledged teachers in about

4 months from the time of the study. We chose these students for the study because

they were more likely to be involved in using computers for teaching because of their

youth, their training, and their familiarity with computers. Two of the students were

males, and they were Humanities students except for two who specialised in Physical

Education. All were expected to teach English language as part of their teaching

duties as full-time teachers. All of them have had some experience with computers

since they took some core courses in computer literacy in their first two years at the

Institute. In the software evaluation course that they took, they had readings, hands-on

activities using CD-ROM software as well a field trip to a school which uses

10
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computers for teaching and learning. The software that they looked at was all related

to teaching and learning English language. Almost all the software programs were

imported from the United States; there were a few local programs. All students had

some teaching experience during the attachment periods to schools throughout their

four years with the Institute.

FINDINGS

The top criterion from the students was overwhelmingly "user- friendly". The other

criteria in rank order were appropriacy (2), interesting(3), animated graphics(3),

educational value (4), fun to use (4) relevant subject content(4). A further 91

qualitative responses were elicited from the students to define or to explain their use

of the term "user-friendly". The table below shows the most popular explanations for

the term "user-friendly".

Criteria No. of mentions

1. Simple to use, Simple instructions 20

2. Help easily available 19

3. Easy to navigate 10

4. Useful icons 6

5. No technical knowledge require 5

Fig. 1. Students' most popular interpretations of the term "user-friendly"
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The most frequent explanation given for the term "user-friendly" was " clear, simple

and concise instructions" which received twenty mentions. The twenty explanations

varied, and the total was compiled from such explanations as:

features are easy to use

the interactive process has to be enjoyable and easy

clear instructions are given at each step.

The next interpretation was "help easily available". If the software is not so easy to

use, students believed that it is still fine if help is easily available. By this, they meant

that there should be the following features:

no need to refer to any books or manuals

step-by-step tutorial, no need to flip through thick instruction handbook.

Guided tutorial

help bubbles

help is easily available when needed

best if a menu is provided

The third explanation was that the software should be easy to navigate through if it

were "user-friendly". By this, the students meant that they wanted the software to do

these things:

The software should allow student to exit or get out of an activity as and when

he/she wants to

1 s
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The software should not restrict; instead it should function according to the

students' wishes.

Ease of navigation backwards, forwards and within the programme page.

Useful icons was yet another definition of "user-friendly". By this, the students meant

not too many icons to clutter up the page

icons can be clicked, should be highlighted

icons instead of commands.

Finally, "user-friendly" also meant that the software should not require users to have

technical knowledge before they can use the software. The students would also prefer

it if the software does not need excessive installation time.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

From this one criterion of "user-friendly", we can see that students had very many

interpretations or meanings attached to it. This simply reinforces what we have long

known- that different folks have different meanings for the same thing. This is also a

case where a word has been so over-used that it has ceased to have one precise

meaning. Thus, "user-friendly" holds different meanings for different people, and

when this term is used in a checklist without any further qualifications or definitions,

we run into the danger of creating ambiguity instead of providing clarification.

Although it can be argued from the students' explanations that "user-friendly" seem

13
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to mean that the software should basically be easy-to-use, this notion of easy-to-use

can vary from person to person. Certainly what is easy to use for teachers may not be

so for younger students.

In looking at the findings, it is also important to know something about the students

and the kinds of teaching contexts they were going into. The majority of these

students (58.5%) have rated themselves as below-average in their computer expertise

(Cheah and Cheung, 1997) although they claimed to be comfortable using the

computer for personal and instructional purposes. This lack of confidence in their

own expertise could account for their demand to have "user-friendly" software. This

is especially when the term "user-friendly" seems to refer to the more technical

aspects of using the software although such technical difficulties have, in recent years,

been reduced considerably owing to developments in technology.

In addition, pre-service teachers were also concerned with the amount of time

available for using technology in a highly structured classroom and curricula setting

and a lack of technical support in the classroom. Singaporean classrooms typically

have enrolments of 40-44 students with no teacher aide. This could also explain the

demand for time-saving features which are translated into user-friendliness. Student

teachers could also be influenced by their own recent experiences with certain pieces

of software which have caused some frustration, and this partially explains the

demand for useful icons and easy navigation.

14
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The reference to useful icons suggest that icons are not "transparent images that all

users can read"( Zammit, 1996: 2). Zammit explained that icons are culturally

constructed, and the ability to read them depends upon a person's cultural and socio-

economic backgrounds. The ability to understand and use icons is part of the

information technology skills needed for an IT-based society. This poses yet another

unrecognised difficulty to educators and users of software which is developed in other

cultural contexts and societies.

This contextual information about the pre-service teachers is to further drive home the

point that software selection and evaluation is very much influenced by the situation

that the reviewers find themselves in and the contexts with which they are familiar

with. These student teachers were very aware of the conditions under which they have

to teach in, and their criteria reflected this awareness. Established reviews of software

do not contextualise the review process, and this review-in-a-vacuum, so to speak, is

of no help to the classroom teacher. Similarly, lists of established criteria without

careful explications are also of little use except as a preliminary guide.

Where assistance to the user is concerned, these teachers also expressed little patience

with manuals and instruction books. Again this is understandable in the Singapore

context where the curriculum is already crowded, and the computer has to compete for

time with other curricula programmes (for e.g. critical thinking skills and national

education) that have been introduced recently. On- screen help is preferred to

instructional manuals. In their own evaluations of individual pieces of software,

student teachers also expressed frustration with software programs that provide too
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many alternatives or too many features as they viewed these as contributing to

distracting students from the task at hand. Pupils, they argued, will be more interested

in playing with the different features rather than concentrate on the task at hand. This

is specifically in relation to the software Creative Writer where a host of features is

included to allow students to play around with the format of their text, to add stickers,

to change the fonts etc. In short, it appears that pre-service teachers are rather

conservative, but this could also be because of their fear of losing control in class.

Experienced teachers may not have this concern and may thus be more prepared to

experiment more. They may therefore welcome the inclusion of a variety of features

in the software program.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we tried to find out what pre-service teachers meant when they described

a piece of software as "user-friendly". While they did have a variety of explanations

for the term, easy-to-use was a unanimous choice although these teachers were

prepared to select software that is not as easy-to-use provided help is easily available.

Technical simplicity is another explanation offered for explaining "user-friendly",

together with easy navigation and useful icons.

Although "user-friendly" was the top choice of our students, it is only ranked 5th in the

Bitter and Wighton (ibid.) study. Our students' concern with this factor, we believe,

reflected their own situation and experience in using software and the computer and in

teaching for they were, at best, novices just about to begin their career as teachers.

This illustrates our point that software evaluation as an activity is never neutral, and
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that evaluators are always influenced by the context that they are going to use the

software in or by their perceptions of what the context is like. Singaporean teachers

who use established or published software criteria or allow them to be only guided by

the evaluations that periodically appear in foreign computer journals may be sadly

misled.

As the National IT plan begins to shape up, and as computer software begins to make

regular appearances in classrooms, the business of software evaluation must be taken

more seriously, and criteria should be developed that reflect the contextual situation in

Singapore. Similarly, local software developers would do well to pay attention to

teachers' concerns and views about software if they want their materials to be relevant

and well-used in the schools.
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